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Tue, Oct 12, 1999 7:48 AM
Fwd: PSE&G Case

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

I just received the attached Internet E-mail from UICS in response to my phone call last week, It would
appear that they have now decided not to provide copies of the DUI citations to the NRC as was agreed
upon during the phone call. I note that the attached message now appears to refer to one DUI citation vs.
more than one, as was inferred in previous contacts. In reading the e-mail message, it would appear that
LICS has restated their option to contact the media and/or congress about this. The e-mail reiterates that
they ......have your (the NRC) letter in response to the allegation stating that the NRC looked into the
allegation and found nothing improper." This would appear to imply that UICS intends to question the
NRC followup of this matter in a more public forum (even though DL indicated to me in our initial phone
call that he didn't think that would be the right thing to do). ==> Also of note, Greg Smifth called me last
Thursday (10/f7/99) from Pitttsburgh where he was at a meeting attended by a number of nuclear site
security managers. Greg informed me that during a discussion with the Salem/Hope Creek security
m~re up in the conversation. Greg di d not solicit any
manager, the subject of the status otwt
informatoin about the allegation concern. However, unsolicited, the Salerm/HC sqcurity manager told
Greg about an anonymous allegation that they had received internally dbouth S nd a DUI charge.
Apparently, the Salem /HC security manager indicated that they checked withe au rities in New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware and found no record of such an offense. The Salem/HC security
manager did not indicate to Greg whether they had contacted the local authorities (i.e. the
police).
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